**TYPE**
- Revolution Imager
- DSLR
- ZWO (CMOS)

**PRICE and BRIEF DESCRIPTION**
- Low Price Low Pixel Fast Camera Small Field
- Moderate Price High Pixel Wide field
- Low to high price Moderate to high pixel Narrow to moderately wide field

**OBJECT TYPES**
- Deep Sky Lunar Some planetary
- Deep Sky Lunar Some planetary
- Depending on the sensor in the Camera it is either Deep Sky with some planetary OR Planetary with deep sky.

**PROS / CONS**
- **Pros:** Good for Instant gratification. Excellent for public out programs.
  - **Cons:** Really at the mercy of sky conditions. Images can be grainy
- **Pros:** High pixel count for great resolution
  - **Cons:**
- **Pros:** works well with stacking software. High pixel count images.
  - **Cons:** Need a particular camera to one particular needs. Low price for planetary cameras but expect to pay a lot for deep sky